Fault Detection for Turbine Engine Disk Based on Adaptive Weighted One-Class Support Vector Machine
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1. Introduction

The turbine engine is the core component of the aircraft’s propulsion system. During the flight, if the engine fails, it will find a serious threat to safe flight. Due to the complex working environment of the engine, the working status of the engine rotor system determines the reliability and safety of an aircraft engine [1, 2]. In the daily operation of commercial aircraft, minor cracks and hidden flaws in the turbine engine disk can lead to catastrophic events. In particular, when early failures occur, timely capture of failure information in order to take effective diagnosis and maintenance measures is of great significance for preventing and eliminating hidden dangers of malignant accidents and reducing or even avoiding general failures [3]. Predictive maintenance based on condition monitoring is to periodically or continuously monitor the condition of the equipment and, according to the results of condition monitoring and fault diagnosis, find out whether the equipment has deterioration or failure signs and then arrange maintenance. It can more accurately estimate the reliable running time, reduce the consumption of spare parts and maintenance workload, also prevent man-made failures due to maintenance, and ultimately reduce maintenance costs. After the implementation of condition monitoring and maintenance, the maintenance time is reduced, and the production efficiency and economic benefits are improved [4].

In order to tackle the problem, fault detection technique could prevent the occurrence of any serious affair. Driven by the increasing demand for reliability and safety, the fault detection technique in the turbine engine disk is a critical scientific issue. And how to design a fault detection system with high accuracy has become a widely concerned topic [5, 6]. The data-driven method can analyze the process data and extract necessary information from huge amounts of historical offline data to complete the fault detection of the turbine engine disk without modeling. Throughout the development of data-driven fault detection, diagnosis, and recognition technology, it has been widely studied and applied in academia and industry.

Data-driven approaches mainly rely on analyzing process data and extracting features from them without
modeling a sophisticated system, so the data-driven fault detection technology can be easily applied. The current mainstream data-driven fault detection algorithms are mainly based on machine learning methods, which mainly include artificial neural network (ANN) [7, 8], Gaussian Process (GP) [9, 10], Random Forest [11], and support vector machines (SVMs) [12].

An ANN-based approach was put forward for incipient gearbox fault diagnosis, in which the fault features were extracted by discrete wavelet transform (DWT), and the faults in a gearbox were detected by the ANN model [7]. The experimental results showed that the approach could reliably detect the faults of the gearbox. A GP-based condition monitoring approach was presented to predict the blade pitch curve of a wind turbine [9, 10]. GP model is a robust method for approximating complex nonlinear models, which can estimate the magnitude of the relevant uncertainty and calculate the confidence interval, respectively. Experimental results showed that the GP-based condition monitoring approach could be useful for monitoring the power performance assessment of wind turbines. A deep random forest fusion (DRFF) technique was adopted in the fault diagnosis of gearboxes by Li et al. [11]. By adopting a deep learning feature representation and data fusion strategy, the performance of fault diagnosis was improved.

SVM is a powerful data-driven machine learning method, which is widely used in classification and regression related problems. Different from the existing statistical methods, the SVM algorithm adopts the principle of structural risk minimization, and it has particularly good generalization performance [12]. Therefore, the SVM-based approach has been widely used in the field of fault detection and condition monitoring. A combination of SVM and ANN was adopted in the fault detection of rotating machinery by Jack et al. [13], which can improve the detection performance with limited training data. An SVM-based fault detection model with radial basis function (RBFF kernel function was presented to fault detection of the wind turbine [14, 15]. The experimental results show that the approach can efficiently monitor the operation condition of the wind turbine.

Most of traditional SVM-based fault detection models focus on supervised learning, which means that fully labeled datasets are needed to build the detection model. However, plenty of normal samples of turbine engine disks can be acquired easily, while the fault samples of turbine engine disks are difficult to obtain or even not available, which limits the real-life applications of supervised learning methods. Meanwhile, the operation of the engine turbine disk is a time-varying and nonstationary process which has a nonlinear dynamical behavior. In order to solve the above problem, an adaptive one-class support vector machine (SVM) is particularly proposed and widely used in the fault detection system [16, 17]. In order to analyze the data stream with concept drift, an incremental weighted one-class SVM was proposed by Krawczyk and Woźniak, in which the incremental learning is used to distribute the weight of the new sample to change the shape of the previously learned decision boundary and the incremental forgetting strategy is used to accelerate the computing performance [18, 19].

In this paper, we proposed a novel algorithm for learning an adaptive weighted one-class SVM for fault detection of the turbine engine disk. The major advantages lie in two aspects. Firstly, an incremental learning mechanism is proposed for the time series fault detection of the turbine engine disk, which can efficiently deal with the time series data stream with the drifting problem. Secondly, a decremental strategy based on k-nearest neighbor (KNN) is used to increase the calculating speed of the fault detection model while remaining the correct results. A pair of samples with a maximum Euclidean distance of the nearest neighbor is preserved by the decremental strategy based on KNN. Consequently, the basic structure of input samples is preserved, which can improve the robustness of the algorithm.

The article is organized as follows. The adaptive fault detection technique for a nonstationary process is introduced in Section 1. A review of the weighted one-class SVM is listed in Section 2. The proposed adaptive weighted one-class SVM-based fault detection with incremental and decremental strategy is discussed in Section 3. The simulation is conducted and the performance of the proposed method is thoroughly examined in Section 4. The conclusion is given in Section 5.

2. Weighted One-Class SVM

The weighted one-class SVM [20] is proposed by Bicego and Figueiredo which is the extension of a one-class support vector machine (OCSVM) proposed by Schölkopf et al. [21] and one-class SVDD proposed by Tax and Duin [22]. The weighted OCSVM and one-class SVDD are briefly introduced as follows.

2.1. Weighted OCSVM. OCSVM was proposed by Schölkopf et al. to solve the novelty detection problem, which is an unsupervised learning method for constructing a separating hyperplane that can separate the normal and abnormal samples in the feature space. The weighted OCSVM introduces a vector of weight variables \( w = [\omega_1, \omega_2, \ldots, \omega_\ell]^T \), where \( \omega_i \in [0,1], \ i = 1, 2, \ldots, \ell \), and \( \ell \) is the importance assigned to each training sample. Referring to the optimization model of OCSVM, the weighted OCSVM can be formulated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{w,\rho,\xi} & \quad \frac{1}{2} \|w\|^2 - \rho + \frac{1}{\ell} \sum_{i=1}^{\ell} \omega_i \xi_i \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad w^T \phi(x_i) \geq \rho - \xi_i, \quad i = 1, \ldots, \ell \\
& \quad \xi_i \geq 0, \quad i = 1, \ldots, \ell,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( w \) is the normal vector of the separating hyperplane, \( \rho \) is the margin, \( \xi = [\xi_1, \ldots, \xi_\ell]^T \) is the vector of slack variables, and \( \nu \) is a positive constant. The dual form of weighted OCSVM can be obtained as follows:
\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{\alpha} & \quad \frac{1}{2} \alpha^T K \alpha \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad 0 \leq \alpha_i \leq \frac{\omega_i}{(\nu^i)}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, \ell \tag{2} \\
& \quad \sum_{i=1}^{\ell} \alpha_i = 1, \quad i = 1, \ldots, \ell,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( K \) is the kernel matrix and \( \alpha = [\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_\ell]^T \) is the vector of Lagrange multipliers. To classify a testing instance \( z \in \mathbb{R}^d \), the decision function of weighted one-class SVDD can be calculated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
f(z) = \text{sgn} & \left( \sum_{i=1}^{\ell} \alpha_i K(x_i, z) - \rho \right), \tag{3}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( K(\cdot, \cdot) \) is the kernel function.

### 2.2. Weighted One-Class SVDD

One-class SVDD is proposed by Tax et al., in which a minimal ball is constructed in the form of a hypersphere enclosing most of the training samples. The normal samples fall within the hypersphere of the feature space. Otherwise, the outlier samples fall outside the hypersphere of the feature space. The weighted one-class SVDD introduces a vector of weight variables \( \omega = [\omega_1, \omega_2, \ldots, \omega_\ell]^T \), where \( \omega_i \in [0, 1], \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, \ell \), and \( \ell \) is the importance assigned to each training sample. Referring to the optimization model of one-class SVDD, the weighted one-class SVDD can be formulated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{\mathbf{K}, \xi} & \quad R^2 + C \sum_{i=1}^{\ell} \xi_i \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \|\phi(x_i) - c\|^2 \leq R^2 + \xi_i, \quad i = 1, \ldots, \ell \tag{4} \\
& \quad \xi_i \geq 0, \quad i = 1, \ldots, \ell,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( c \) and \( R \) are the center and radius of the separating hypersphere, respectively, \( \xi = [\xi_1, \ldots, \xi_\ell]^T \) is the vector of slack variables, \( C \) is the regularization parameter, and \( \| \cdot \| \) is the Euclidean norm. The dual form of weighted one-class SVDD can be obtained as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{\alpha} & \quad \alpha^T K \alpha - \alpha^T \text{diag}(K) \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad 0 \leq \alpha_i \leq \omega_i C, \quad i = 1, \ldots, \ell \tag{5} \\
& \quad \sum_{i=1}^{\ell} \alpha_i = 1, \quad i = 1, \ldots, \ell,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( K \) is the kernel matrix, \( \text{diag}(K) \) is the diagonal elements of the kernel matrix, and \( \alpha = [\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_\ell]^T \) is the vector of Lagrange multipliers. In order to classify a testing instance \( z \in \mathbb{R}^d \), the decision function of weighted one-class SVDD can be calculated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
f(z) = \text{sgn} & \left( R^2 - \|\phi(x_i) - c\|^2 \right). \tag{6}
\end{align*}
\]

### 3. Fault Detection of Turbine Engine Disk Based on Adaptive Weighted One-Class SVM

The working process of the turbine engine disk is time-varying. Each time series of turbine engine disks could not be analyzed separately in the fault detection model. In order to improve the fault detection capability of the time series sample in a long sequence, an adaptive weighted one-class SVM-based fault detection method with incremental and decremental strategy is interpreted in Figure 1.

In the adaptive weighted one-class SVM-based fault detection method, an incremental learning strategy is introduced to update the weighted one-class SVM fault detection depending on the support vectors and the latest samples. However, with the work of the fault detection model, increasing incoming samples will be added under the scheme of the incremental learning strategy. If the training samples increase just by incremental learning strategy, it will lead to the dimension disaster. Therefore, a decremental learning strategy is introduced to reduce redundant data.

#### 3.1. The Incremental Strategy of Weighted One-Class SVM

Suppose that \( TDS_t \) is the training dataset at \( t \)-th iteration, \( WDS_t \) is the support vectors at \( t \)-th iteration, \( IDS_t \) is the new increase samples at \( t \)-th iteration, and \( NIDS_t \) is the normal samples of \( IDS_t \) at \( t \)-th iteration.

The incremental strategy of weighted one-class SVM can be expressed as follows:

\[
TDS_{t+1} = WDS_t \cup NIDS_t, \tag{7}
\]

where \( WDS_{t-1} \) is the support vectors dataset at \((t-1)\)-th iteration which represents historical decision information and \( NIDS_t \) is the new increased dataset which represents the current state of the turbine engine disk.

In this work, the radial basis function (RBF) is taken as the kernel function:

\[
K(x_i, x_j) = \exp\left(-\gamma\|x_i - x_j\|^2\right), \quad 0 < \gamma < +\infty, \tag{8}
\]

where \( \gamma \) is the kernel parameter of the RBF. From the RBF kernel function, it is found that if the discrimination between \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) is greater, (1) \( K(x_i, x_i) = 1 \), i.e., the distance of two training samples \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) in the feature space approaches 0, and (2) \( K(x_i, x_j) = 0 \), i.e., the distance of two training samples \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) in the feature space approaches +\infty. Therefore, the similarity between samples can be measured by the RBF kernel function.

For the SVM-based fault detection model, the decision function is determined by support vectors. In this paper, we introduce a novel method to calculate the sample weight as follows:

\[
\omega_i = 1 - K(x_i, x_{\text{mean}}) = 1 - \exp\left(-\gamma\|x_i - x_{\text{mean}}\|^2\right), \tag{9}
\]

where \( x_{\text{mean}} \) is the mean of the support vectors dataset \( WDS_{t-1} \). From (9), we can find that the distance between the sample and decision boundary increases with the weight of the sample. Significant weight samples represent the change...
in decision boundary and, consequently, a significant impact on the new decision boundary.

The flow diagram incremental strategy of weighted one-class SVM is shown in Figure 2.

1. Initialize the training dataset TDS\(_0\) and set \( t = 0 \)
2. Calculate the weight of the sample according to equation (9), and solve the weighted one-class SVM problem equation (2) or equation (5) by the training dataset TDS\(_t\)
3. Obtain the weighted one-class SVM-based fault detection model, and store the support vectors dataset as WDS\(_t\)
4. Collect new testing data chunk, and classify the test pattern by the decision function equation (3) or equation (6)
5. If there exist fault samples, a fault alarm should be given; otherwise, go to step 7
6. If the process of novelty detection is ending, go to step 10; otherwise, go to step 7
7. Collect new training dataset IDS\(_t\) and update \( t = t + 1 \)
8. Update the training dataset TDS\(_t\), and remove the redundant samples of TDS\(_t\) by the decremental strategy of weighted one-class SVM
9. Go back to step 2
10. End of fault detection

3.2. The Decremental Strategy of Weighted One-Class SVM. If only the incremental strategy is applied to the weighted one-class SVM, the dimension of the kernel matrix will increase which is impractical. We propose a redundant data deletion algorithm based on KNN for the KPCA method [23]. In the decremental strategy based on the KNN method, the samples with the maximum Euclidean distance are preserved by the KNN framework and the samples with smaller Euclidean distance are discarded. Therefore, the basic structure of input samples can be preserved and the variance of the reduced dataset becomes larger, which will improve the robustness of the algorithm on a small dataset. The flow diagram of the decremental strategy based on KNN is given in Figure 3:

The decremental strategy of weighted one-class SVM is accomplished by conducting the following steps sequentially:

1. Initialize the input training dataset TDS\(_t\), \( n \) is the number of TDS\(_t\), and set \( i = 0 \)
2. Calculate the \( k\)-nearest neighbor of the sample \( x_i \) (\( x_i \in \) TDS\(_t\))
3. Find the samples \( x_m \) and \( x_n \) with the maximum Euclidean distance in the \( k\)-nearest neighbor of the sample \( x_i \) (\( x_i \in \) TDS\(_t\))
4. Store the samples \( x_m \) and \( x_n \) into the subset of the input training dataset STDS\(_t\) without reduplicate sample
5. \( i = i + 1 \). If \( i > n \), go to step 6; otherwise, go to step 2
6. Output the subset of the input training dataset STDS\(_t\)

4. Experimental Results

The performance of the proposed adaptive fault detection algorithm is evaluated on Disk Defect Data [5] which was collected by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Glenn Research Center’s Rotor Dynamics Laboratory. Three typical states, normal, notch, and large notch, are recorded, respectively, in Disk Defect Data. All the experiments were conducted on a computer with a Xeon (R) W-2133 at 3.60 GHz CPU and a 32-GB main memory. Accuracy rate (AR), false alarm rate (FAR), training time, and testing time are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed fault detection method. All the experiments are implemented by the LIBSVM package [24, 25].

4.1. Parameters Selection. In all simulations, regularization parameters \( \gamma \), \( C \), and \( \nu \) are selected by 5-fold cross-validation. The kernel parameter \( \gamma \) of the RBF is selected in

\[
\{ \alpha_0, 8, 32, 128, 512, \}.
\]
where $\alpha_0$ is the average norm of the training samples. The regularization parameter $C$ of weighted one-class SVDD is searched in $[0.01k, 0.1k], k = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9$. Similarly, the regularization parameter $\gamma$ of weighted OCSVM is searched in $[0.01k, 0.1k], k = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9$.

The number of nearest neighbors is set to 6. The number of initial training samples is 150. The size of the new incoming chunk is 200. The size of the fixed moving window is 400.

4.2. Detection Performance of Adaptive Weighted OCSVM. In this case, the turbine engine disk operates in normal working mode for 9000 samples with a rotating speed of 5000 RPM. After normal working mode, the notch model occurs on the turbine engine disk for 9000 samples (3000 samples with a rotating speed of 5000 RPM, 4000 RPM, and 3000 RPM, respectively).

Several kinds of fault detection methods, that is, static weighted OCSVM, adaptive weighted OCSVM with fixed moving window, and adaptive weighted OCSVM with incremental and decremental strategy, are compared. For the static weighted OCSVM, the fault detection model is trained without any adaptation mechanism. The weight of the normal sample coming from the new incoming chunk is assigned to 1.

For adaptive weighted OCSVM with a fixed moving window, the fault detection model is trained by an adaptation mechanism through a moving window with a fixed length of 400. The weight of the normal sample coming from the new incoming chunk is calculated by equation (9).

For the adaptive weighted OCSVM with incremental and decremental strategy, the fault detection model is trained by an adaptation mechanism in which the incremental strategy is assigned in Section 3.1 and a decremental strategy is assigned in Section 3.2.

The average and standard deviation of AR and FAR, the average training time, and the average testing time of the comparative algorithms are recorded in Table 1, in which the result shown in boldface is not significantly different from the BEST one, which is determined by the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, while the confidence level is 0.05. Additionally, the detailed AR and FAR behaviors of the different fault detection models on each data chunk are shown in Figure 4.

From Table 1 and Figure 4, it is observed that the detection performance of adaptive weighted OCSVM with incremental and decremental strategy is compared favorably...
to the other algorithms. In general, it achieves the best performance of all methods.

From Figure 4(a), we can see that the detection accuracy rate is almost 100% after 9000 testing samples. After 9000 testing samples, there is a notch in the turbine engine disk, which operates in abnormal working mode. The OCSVM-based fault detection model is an unsupervised learning model for constructing a separating hyperplane which means that only normal samples are used to build the detection model. Therefore, by training enough normal samples for OCSVM, the detection rate of abnormal samples can be effectively improved.

From Table 1, it can be seen that the average AR of three weighted OCSVM-based fault detection methods is 91.0%, 98.0%, and 99.1%, respectively. The average AR of the proposed method is about 8.1% and 1.1% higher than that of the static model and adaptive model with a fixed moving window, respectively. The FAR of three weighted OCSVM-based fault detection methods is 18.0%, 4.2%, and 1.8%, respectively. The average FAR of the proposed method is about 16.2% and 2.4% lower than that of the static model and adaptive model with a fixed moving window, respectively.

For the training time, it can be seen that the average training time of comparative methods is 0.17 seconds, 1.92 seconds, and 0.32 seconds, respectively. The average testing time of comparative methods is 0.10 milliseconds, 0.29 milliseconds, and 0.27 milliseconds, respectively. The training and testing time of static weighted OCSVM is less than that of adaptive models. The reason is that the number of training samples of adaptive models will increase with each additional chunk of data.

Comparing the AR, FAR, training time, and testing time of the three weighted OCSVM-based fault detection model, it can be seen that the AR and FAR of the proposed method achieve the best performance among all the methods. The training time and testing time of the static model achieve the best performance among all the methods. But when the number of testing samples is 200, the average testing time of the proposed method is about 0.27 milliseconds. It can be seen that the adaptive weighted OCSVM can detect testing samples with high calculated speed.

4.3. Detection Performance of Adaptive Weighted SVDD.

Similar to the initial setting in the previous section, the turbine engine disk also runs normally at 5000 RPM for 9000 samples and then switched to a notch model for 9000 samples (3000 samples with a rotating speed of 5000 RPM, 4000 RPM, and 3000 RPM, respectively). Several kinds of fault detection methods, that is, static weighted one-class SVDD, adaptive weighted one-class SVDD with fixed moving window, and adaptive weighted one-class SVDD with incremental and decremental strategy, are compared. The settings of the three weighted one-class SVDD are similar to the previous section. The average and standard deviation of AR and FAR, the average training time, and the average testing time of the comparative algorithms are recorded in Table 2. Additionally, the detailed AR and FAR behaviors of the different fault detection models on each data chunk are shown in Figure 5.

From Table 2 and Figure 5, it is observed that the detection performance of adaptive weighted SVDD with incremental and decremental strategy is compared favorably to the other algorithms. In general, it achieves the best performance of all methods.

From Figure 5(a), we can see that the detection accuracy rate is almost 100% after 9000 testing samples. After 9000 testing samples, there is a notch in the turbine engine disk, which operates in abnormal working mode. The weight SVDD-based fault detection model is an unsupervised learning method for constructing a separating hyperplane which means that only normal samples are used to build the detection model. Therefore, by training enough normal samples for weighted SVDD, the detection rate of abnormal samples can be effectively improved.

From Table 2, it can be clearly seen that the average AR of three weighted OCSVM-based fault detection methods is 87.2%, 98.2%, and 99.2%, respectively. The average AR of the proposed method is about 12% and 1.0% higher than that of the static model and adaptive model with a fixed moving window, respectively. The FAR of three weighted OCSVM-based fault detection methods is 18.0%, 3.7%, and 1.6%, respectively. The average FAR of the proposed method is
about 16.4% and 2.1% lower than that of the static model and adaptive model with a fixed moving window, respectively.

For the training time, it can be seen that the average training time of comparative methods is 0.13 seconds, 1.38 seconds, and 0.26 seconds, respectively. The average testing
The training and testing time of static weighted SVDD is less than that of adaptive models. The reason is that the number of training samples of adaptive models will increase with each additional chunk of data.

Table 2: Comparison of different weighted SVDD methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection model</th>
<th>AR (%)</th>
<th>FAR (%)</th>
<th>Training time (s)</th>
<th>Testing time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static weighted SVDD</td>
<td>$87.2 \pm 10.0$</td>
<td>$18.0 \pm 5.1$</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive weighted SVDD with a fixed moving window</td>
<td>$98.2 \pm 2.7$</td>
<td>$3.7 \pm 2.8$</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive weighted SVDD with incremental and decremental strategy</td>
<td>$99.2 \pm 2.8$</td>
<td>$1.6 \pm 3.8$</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: AR and FAR on three weighted SVDD methods. (a) Accuracy rate. (b) False alarm rate.
Comparing the AR, FAR, training, and testing time of three weighted SVDD-based fault detection model, it can be seen that the AR and FAR of the proposed method achieve the best performance among all the methods. The training time and testing time of the static model achieve the best performance among all the methods. But when the number of testing samples is 200, the average testing time of the proposed method is about 0.31 milliseconds. It is evident that the adaptive weighted one-class SVDD can detect testing samples with high calculated speed.

By comparing all the listed detection performances of the test cases, the following conclusion could be drawn:

(i) The detection performance of the adaptive weighted one-class SVM detection model with incremental and decremental strategy is significantly better than that of the static model and adaptive model with the fixed moving window. In the proposed incremental learning, the new incoming data represents the current state of the turbine engine disk and the support vectors represent the historical state of the classifier mix together to increase the detection performance. Additionally, the new weight of the training sample is calculated based on the distance between the sample and the decision boundary. The highest weight for incoming samples represents the alternative in the decision boundary which shows a significant impact on the new decision boundary. This is attributed to the fact that the adaptive weighted one-class SVM based on the proposed incremental strategy can obtain a more accurate classifier.

(ii) With the decremental strategy based on KNN, the proposed decremental strategy can speed up the adaptive fault detection model while still guaranteeing correct results. The basic structure of input samples is preserved by computing the nearest neighbors and the redundant data is reduced by preserving the pair of samples with the maximum Euclidean distance. Therefore, the decremental strategy based on KNN does not change the basic structure of input samples, which could efficiently improve the robustness of the algorithm.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, an adaptive weighted one-class SVM algorithm with incremental and decremental strategy is proposed for fault detection of the turbine engine disk.

The proposed method can adaptively modify the weight of the training samples by incremental training, in which significant weight samples represent the changeable of the decision boundary. Additionally, with the decremental strategy based on KNN, the proposed decremental strategy can accelerate the calculated speed of the adaptive weighted one-class SVM detection model. Comprehensive experiments and comparisons have validated the effectiveness of the proposed approach. But the training and testing time of the proposed method is more than that of the static model.

The reason is that the number of training samples of adaptive models will increase with each additional chunk of data. In the future, it will be interesting to use the idea of adaptive weighted SVM to solve the drifting problem in a time series data stream with imbalanced data.

Data Availability

The Disk Defect Data are available at https://c3.nasa.gov/dashlink/resources/314/. The data presented are from a physical simulator that simulated engine disks. All parameters are sampled once per revolution measuring 32 blades to edge clearances on each revolution. Data are recorded for approximately 3 minutes for each run. The parameters are the revolution measurement; the clock time; the measured RPM; the maximum, average, and minimum gap across all gap sensors; and the measured gap for blade 0 to blade 31. Faults include medium and large cracks on the disk.
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